Rigid Steel Construction with Advanced Paint System
Durable, 24-gauge galvanized steel resists rust, peeling and warping. Thick wood stile, reinforced lock-block and composite rail perimeter provide maximum protection against unwanted visitors and hear or cold penetration. 7-step finishing process provides a guaranteed smooth finish that is resistant to ultraviolet rays and made to last a lifetime.

Polyurethane Foam Core
Environmentally friendly sprayed-in foam core fills every inch of the door, making MASTERCRAFT® Steel Doors one of the most energy efficient doors on the market.

Complete Frame System
- Choose from multiple frame options to fit your lifestyle and your budget.
- Paintable, clad, and low-maintenance composite frames.
- Fully assembled, routed for cross bores, with weather-stripping applied.

High Performance Compression Weatherstripping
- Reaches further and fits tight against the edge of the door.
- Flexible to protect the entire perimeter of the door.
- Highly durable, easy to replace

Corner Seal
- Provides added protection at the bottom corner of the door against air, water, and light.

Hinges
- Three hinges durable and prevent the door from sagging.
- Choose from Brass, Satin Nickel or Oil-Rubbed Bronze.

Flexible, Bulb and Fin Sweep
- Works with the adjusting sill to create a tight seal and prevent water and air infiltration
- Combination of bulbs and fins provide maximum protection.

Adjusting Composite Sill
- Creates a tight seal against the door sweep.
- Composite and aluminum construction provides durability.
- High-arc design exceeds air and water infiltration standards for maximum protection.

Hinge and Sill Finish Options
- Brass
- Satin Nickel
- Oil-Rubbed Bronze